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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You have a Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics solution that captures website visits and user interactions on the website. 

You have the sample input data described in the following table. 

You have the sample output described in the following table. 

How should you complete the script? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-stream-analytics- query-patterns 

 

QUESTION 2

You plan to use Microsoft Azure Data factory to copy data daily from an Azure SQL data warehouse to an Azure Data
Lake Store. 

You need to define a linked service for the Data Lake Store. The solution must prevent the access token from expiring. 

Which type of authentication should you use? 

A. OAuth 

B. service-to-service 

C. Basic 

D. service principal 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 
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You are monitoring user queries to a Microsoft Azure SQL data warehouse that has six compute nodes. 

You discover that compute node utilization is uneven. The rows_processed column from sys.dm_pdw_workers shows a
significant variation in the number of rows being moved among the distributions for the same table for the same query. 

You need to ensure that the load is distributed evenly across the compute nodes. 

Solution: You add a clustered columnstore index. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a Microsoft Azure SQL data warehouse that has a fact table named FactOrder. FactOrder contains three
columns named CustomerId, OrderId, and OrderDateKey. FactOrder is hash distributed on CustomerId. OrderId is the
unique 

identifier for FactOrder. 

FactOrder contains 3 million rows. 

Orders are distributed evenly among different customers from a table named dimCustomers that contains 2 million
rows. 

You often run queries that join FactOrder and dimCustomers by selecting and grouping by the OrderDateKey column. 

You add 7 million rows to FactOrder. Most of the new records have a more recent OrderDateKey value than the
previous records. 

You need to reduce the execution time of queries that group on OrderDateKey and that join dimCustomers and
FactOrder. 

What should you do? 

A. Change the distribution for the FactOrder table to round robin. 

B. Update the statistics for the OrderDateKey column. 

C. Change the distribution for the FactOrder table to be based on OrderId. 

D. Change the distribution for the dimCustomers table to OrderDateKey. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 
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You are creating a series of activities for a Microsoft Azure Data Factory. The first activity will copy an input dataset
named Dataset1 to an output dataset named Dataset2. The second activity will copy a dataset named Dataset3 to an
output 

dataset named Dataset4. 

Dataset1 is located in Azure Table Storage. Dataset2 is located in Azure Blob storage. Dataset3 is located in an Azure
Data Lake store. Dataset4 is located in an Azure SQL data warehouse. 

You need to configure the inputs for the second activity. The solution must ensure that Dataset3 is copied after Dataset2
is created. 

How should you complete the JSON code for the second activity? To answer, select the appropriate options in the
answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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References: 

https://github.com/aelij/azure-content/blob/master/articles/data-factory/data-factory-create- pipelines.md 
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